Abstract. We present and proof some results in the context of superselection theory with the following conditions xed: the observable algebra A has a nontrivial center Z and its relative commutant w.r.t. the eld algebra F coincides with Z, i.e. we have A 0 \F = Z C 1l. In this frame we study Hilbert C {systems with a compact group.
Introduction
The Doplicher{Roberts superselection theory 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] starts with a C {algebra A with trivial center, i.e. Z(A) := Z = C 1l. A is interpreted as the algebra of quasilocal observables. The eld algebra F A, together with the gauge group G is then constructed as a special C {dynamical system fF; Gg (cf. 9] ), namely as a crossed product 6], also called a Hilbert C {system in 10, Chapter 10] . It satis es the condition that the relative commutant is trivial, i.e. A 0 \ F = C 1l.
Nevertheless, the center of A has not always been assumed to be trivial in the context of superselection theory. For example, in the framework of strict symmetric moinidal C {categories with conjugates Doplicher and Roberts 7, Sections 2 and 3] present some results where ( ; )
is not necessarily trivial. Further, Longo and Roberts 11, Section 2] also study the notion of conjugation in the more general setting of strict monoidal C {categories without assuming that ( ; ) is trivial. They also present a result for the case that ( ; ) is nite dimensional. Finally, the paper of Fredenhagen, Rehren and Schroer 12] suggests that a nontrivial center (containing for example (global)`Casimir operators') of the universal algebra may also appear in physically relevant examples, and this situation is related to the superselection theory of the model (see also 13]).
One of the problems of dealing with a nontrivial center of A is mentioned in 7, Introduction]:
\There is, however, no known analogue of Theorem 4.1 of 6] for a C -algebra with a non-trivial center and hence nothing resembling a \duality" in this more general setting." The theorem mentioned before guarantees the existence of a C {algebra containing an algebraic Hilbert space that satis es the usual nice properties, once A with Z(A) = C 1l and a suitable endomorphism are given. The strategy of the present paper is in a certain sense`inverse' to the usual one: we study Hilbert C {systems for compact groups, where the xed point algebra A has nontrivial center Z and satis es the condition A 0 \ F = Z C 1l : (1) We remind that the condition A 0 \ F = C 1l (which implies Z = C 1l) leads to the property (A) 00 = U(G) 0 , where denotes a so{called regular representation of fF; Gg, i.e. is the GNS{ representation of the state !(F) := ! 0 ( F) and the GNS{representation of A w.r.t. ! 0 is faithful (see, for example, 13, p. 18 .] ). In the general case given by (1) it can be shown that for a regular representation the equation (A) \ U(G) 00 = C 1l holds. In this case we have that the condition (A) 00 = U(G) 0 implies Z = C 1l and, therefore, if we assume Z C 1l, then the proper inclusion (A) 00 U(G) 0 must hold (note that (A) 00 U(G) 0 is always true). Roughly speaking we can say that the gauge group G does not determine thè observables' completely.
We hope that this`toy model' will serve to get familiar with certain structures (e.g. Hilbert Z{modules) that may possibly appear when trying to reconstruct the group and the eld algebra in this more general setting. For example, we will propose a generalization to the present situation of the usual de nition of irreducible endomorphism and we will also characterize the stabilizer of A in terms of G, Z and the canonical endomorphisms D associated to irreducible representations D 2 b G.
The paper is structured in 8 sections: In Section 2 we collect standard results concerning Hilbert C {systems that will be used later on. In Section 3 the notion of a Hilbert Z{module is introduced. It is a natural generalization of the usual notion of an algebraic Hilbert space 
where k k = k k F is the C {norm in F. 
This implies that, A 0 \F = Z i ( D ; ) = f0g, for all D 6 = and therefore, from our fundamental assumption, A 0 \ F = Z C 1l ; (6) we get the following disjointness relation between the canonical endomorphisms D , D 2 b G: (22) is equivalent to Z(') Z(') = 1l d ; ' 2 spec Z : (23) Recall that in the nite{dimensional case, Eq. (23) 
In contrast to U H (g), the matrix V (g) cannot in general be associated to a constant matrix{ valued function on spec Z. The condition \V (g), g 2 G, is a constant matrix{valued function on spec Z" reads
i.e. Z(' 2 )Z(' 1 ) is an intertwiner of U H (G). and the proof is concluded.
In 
In analogy we consider next those Z{module morphisms which are G{invariant. 4 
Irreducible endomorphisms
In the present section we will determine the intertwiner space ( H ; H ), where H = HZ and the algebraic Hilbert space H is invariant and irreducible w.r.t. G. where Z ii 0 i;i 0 2 Mat d (Z) is the matrix characterizing T and U H; ii 0(g) i;i 0 corresponds to U H (g). Therefore, by Gelfand's Theorem, we can associate to each Z ii 0 2 Z a continuous function Z ii 0( ) 2 C(spec Z), satisfying Z ii 0 (') = '(Z ii 0), ' If Z is nite{dimensional only the rst type of endomorphisms will appear. The continuous mappings f f H , H irreducible, are essential ingredients of the Hilbert C {system fF; Gg. Roughly, the function f re ects, at the level of the spectrum, the action of an irreducible endomorphism on Z. De ne next the automorphism 2 aut A as ( f)(p) = ?f(p), p 2 , f 2 A. The eld algebra F is constructed using the automorphism as in 17, Section 3.6] and since (id; ) = f0g we obtain A 0 \ F = Z(A). The automorphism is irreducible and satis es Z(A) = Z(A) = ( ; ) :
Proposition If
The group in this example is G = Z 2 = fid; g ( and the proof is concluded. 
On the other hand we get 6.4 Remark Note that the expression (13) From the de nition of the functor F, given after Corollary 4.6, and from Eq. (28) we know that the elements A 2 ( H 1 ; H 2 ) determine via F(A), the set of intertwining operators between U H 1 (G) and U H 2 (G). Next we prove that this intertwining property is still valid for U H ( ). 
Proposition

